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finally, i mentioned that the android app store was also worth having in
the video (and that version 4.4.4 was not yet available for download).
unfortunately, the google play store requires the use of the google play
services application (which requires your phone to be rooted). in my
experience, the google play store is not the best application to buy
games from, but it has lots of great free apps and the google play music
is the best streaming music service, so it doesnt bother me much. the
great thing about google play is that you can download it even if you
dont have google play services or root your phone. the downside is that
it requires a google account. if you dont have a google account you can
get one pretty easily, but that means signing up for everything from
google that you use from your pc or your phone (which is a lot). but the
article does not explore any potential for individuals to make their own
rooted smartphones. instead, the article focused on the perceived
problem that android itself might be vulnerable to attack (e.g., what
happened to the 2016 election). to address that problem, the article
quoted (and linked to) an older news article from zdnet (hung, 2016)
about a piece of malicious android code that had been discovered in
september 2016 in which it posed as a legitimate apk file and then,
when installed, did nothing but send texts to a phone number that could
be set up for sms autodialing. (there is a similar malicious android app,
which has been around for at least four years, that is similar, although
not identical. see link, below.) the malware could set up autodialing
numbers to contact a remote phone at a specified time interval. the
number of times the remote phone calls could be set up is limited by the
size of the call log. the zdnet article discussed the malware and the
media attention it received. but it did not discuss the potential for
individuals to make their own rooted phones with the malware in order
to protect themselves against this threat. the same article also
mentioned that a researcher had found a novel way to make android
devices (without rooting) appear to be running the linux operating
system. the researcher claimed that this was a better solution for
protecting against malware than rooting. the article did not discuss
potential harms from this approach to making devices appear to be
running linux.
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i like the idea of using my tv as a monitor, but then i also have the
problem of there not being enough hdmi ports on the ps3 to connect the
2 or the fact i have to buy a splitter before using it to connect the c-b to
the tv. the splitter works about as well as i want and the method makes
hdcp removal much easier and cheaper. for many of you i am sure the

project is a life saver. i have other workarounds with a raspberry pi setup
including a usb card and a second splitter from a usb car, but i really
dont think most of you will be doing much anything other than using

hdcp. its cost free. its also pretty simple. however we may need to test
this on a mac since i am not sure how all of the hdmi stuff works on a
mac. there is also the issue of sd card speeds. the card must be big

enough to not appear to be running out of memory. for the pi system i
have a 16gb class 10 card so thats good. but for the windows solution.
sadly this solution cant be tested with a mac. i am pretty certain that it

will not work and that i am just wasting my time. but im not going to
complain because its really the cheap solution i have been searching for.

yes its a little harder than using http://www.blurbusters.com/ but then
you only need to do it when something changes. im not worried about
losing my settings or anything like that. its very simple. if the method
doesnt work just remember i was only looking at about $20 to buy the
product that doesnt work. while its no money down the drain it still is

$20 since you probably just burn the other $34 on something else. it is a
small investment. i suggest buying a cheap splitter and putting it in the
back for other usage. that is all. as for workarounds on mac. apple uses
the same hdmi thing that is used in the mac, so we can probably test it

with that. the sd card issue is not really an issue in this case because we
are only using the usb card and not the sd card anyway. it is possible

that the windvd software could slow down your computer while playing
some things as it downloads. the sd card i use is a samsung 16g class 10

card and i have found that it has a lot of speed problems with the usb
card. but when i play movies with the raspberry pi its pretty quick and

has no problems with the sd card. in other words, if we test this, it could
go either way with the sd card. so i suggest testing it with the usb card if

possible. if for some reason the usb card doesnt work you could buy a
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class 10 16gb card for around $8. if you use the raspberry pi for a while
without that card then when you do upgrade that card you can just

remove it and your other settings will still be saved. im only using the
usb card for the work around and no hardware. some people do use the
sd card for that so it could be an issue. in my case its not going to be an
issue since im using the usb card. we really dont know how big the file is
that the hdcp is stripping so just make sure youve got a reasonably large

card if you decide to use it. the cheaper half of the 24g class 10 cards
are just fine. its also possible to use a different dvd drive but then your

computer has to be plugged into the wall and it might require some
other changes to the machine. 5ec8ef588b
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